
                                                                                                                    Dated: 10/01/2019  

To, 

 

The Principal, 
 

Sub:  Application for position of Assistant Professor for Computer Engineering/IT Dept. 

 

 

I am writing in response to your job notification for multiple positions of Assistant Professor 

Computer/IT Department. It is with great interest that I am sending my CV to you in response to 

your posting for an Assistant Professor. 

Currently, I am working as Software QA and AWS Engineer in Momentous Software Solutions, 

Nasik. Also I’m working as trainer of AWS Solution Architect, Selenium Automation with 

JAVA and trained 12+ Academic Professional, Cooperate Peoples and Fresher’s on AWS and 

Automation Platforms. 

Along with my Industrial training parallel I had been publishing research paper, giving 

seminar on different Industrial trends, Gap between Education and Industry needs etc.  

Right now I want to use my knowledge in various domains to shape up next generation, make 

them capable to survive the changes taking place in IT industry and also it will be my pleasure to 

work for the growth of your Organization. 

 

Some of my Technical Expertise is mentioned below: 

 I am a M.E in Computer Engineering with an aggregate CGPA 8.08.  

 Published 4+ research papers in reputed UGC approved Journals 

 I am Certified AWS Solution Architect-Associate with hands-on experience in   AWS and 

DevOps. 

  I also have a good knowledge of AWS, Core Java, Selenium, SDLC, Penetration Testing, 

Automation, and Requirement Analysis (BA). 

 Ten Month experience as a QA Test Automation Engineer. 

 As Freelancer developed and deployed website of Study Circle Yeola Branch on AWS platform 

 

Please find my detailed Resume for your consideration. In case if you need any more details, 

please do let me know. 

Thanking you for your time and looking forward to hear positive from you. 

 

Sincerely, 

Wagh Rohan N. 

E-mail: rohan.wagh28@yahoo.com 

Contact: +91-7276723858 

E-Portfolio Click: - https://rohanwaghportfolio.github.io/ 

 

 

Respected Sir/Madam, 
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https://rohanwaghportfolio.github.io/

